Telematics &
Cameras
Fleet Management Solutions

World-class connected fleet data and unrestricted cameras,
fully integrated in one cloud platform.
These days, businesses need the whole picture of what is happening with their vehicles.
The combined power of Geotab telematics and MANTIS unrestricted cameras gives you
access to the best data at your fingertips. Monitor and manage your vehicles effectively
to help improve safety, reduce accidents, increase efficiency, and save money.

MANTIS powered by Geotab
Lower insurance premiums and fewer accidents due
to improved driver behaviour.
Successfully dispute spurious or false claims.
Protect your drivers from threats or aggression
Our monitoring team are on hand to assist you in
retrieving your video evidence.
Better fuel efficiency by reducing fuel-wasting driving
practices, such as idling.
Lower fleet maintenance costs and less wear-and-tear
on vehicles.
Prepare your business and fleet for the transition to EV.

Best in class

Unrestricted cameras
The best connectivity

Fault reporting & safety

Fast integration &
evidence management

Multi-network 4G
(all networks)

Alerts you to any video loss
or memory failure

Stream footage directly from

Advanced auto-roam
technology

AI notifications – mobile phone,
distraction, fatigue etc

Stable & reliable
platform

Seat belt use detection
Safety alerts: driving in reverse,
harsh braking, cornering and more

the camera memory
No limit to the length of video
clip you can download
Auto—uploads of driving &
AI events
Evidence Centre - Identify high
risk drivers and challenge their
behaviour with video evidence

Connected fleet data
Sustainability
All your fleet's data at your fingertips
in one simple platform
Strategically decarbonise
your fleet operations

Optimise fleets & cut fuel costs

Get deeper insights for greater savings

Improve fuel economy

Tailor the solution to your exact needs

Lower CO2 emissions

Get local support where you need it

Decrease idling

Geotab Telematics Device
& MANTIS Cameras

Reduce speeding
Engine diagnostics

Easy to use

Plan preventative maintenance

Highly reliable
Tamper proof

Reliable, Scalable & Secured
Scalable to all fleet sizes

Big Data for Business Intelligence

Multilingual
Customisable dashboards

Fully expandable integration; vision-based
advanced driver assistance systems,
temperature monitoring, Garmin, etc.

Globalised solutions

Secured storage in European data centre

www.mantislive.com
0330 058 4214

